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About This Game

Explosive Pursuit is a game in which you need to avoid obstacles and policemen who want to catch you! Closed area. Nowhere
to run. How much is enough for you? This chase game will make you show all your driving skills. Avoid obstacles and cops,

because any collision may be the last! In the game, you can collect money scattered throughout the level, and for them you can
buy more cool cars in the store! If suddenly your car is damaged, you can find a set of tools and repair it.

In Game:
- several types of cars;

- endless map;
- enemies, obstacles that are generated on the map by accident!

- collected items.
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Title: Explosive Pursuit
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Racing, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Primitive Studio
Publisher:
Primitive Studio
Release Date: 26 Nov, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, 7, 10

Processor: Intel Core 2 duo +

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 1

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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Need for Speed Pursuit got a little brother: Explosive Pursuit!

Little brothers always love explosions more than big brothers.

Game is simple and fun: Avoid getting crashed into (if you do, you can heal your car with repair kits, no worries), collect cash
so you can buy a better car and try to make the policecar bang into eachother or preferably into a rock.

Controls are GREAT, good visuals, nice scores... Nothing wrong to say over this game!. Still better than Parkitect 1.0.. =
graphics
= 6 cars

- movement is weird
- music is couple seconds loop. Once you have unlocked the race car, you can just Alt-Tab and write this review. :)
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